warned. A bird had to do it itself, or it wouldn't

My father read that our part of the state used to be full of wild

know how to

turkeys.He sent away for some eggs, dozens and dozens of

survive.
I stood as an omnipotent

them, and once they arrived he ser about the tedious incubator

god, watching, able to help, but

not doing a thing. I was wary of such influential

schedule of turning and adjusting, turning and adjusting.

power but

Twenty-eight days later, we had turkeys. Nearly a hundred. My

trusted my father. We waited some more.
Hours later, exhausted

mother protested

and wet, our one lone quail shook

that her kitchen smelled like the barn and so

hand in to lift the bird, not much bigger than an acorn, into the

we built yet another pen, outside.
The young turkeys grew quickly. We weren't allowed to go

brooder for its first sip of water. "Hello, Lonesome," my Dad

see them much, though, because my father was trying to keep

said, smiling, and held the little creature right up to his face.
"You done good."

them wild. He and his best friend, Ding Martin, were deter-

off his egg and peered out at us. My father reached his huge

mined to repopulate

The morning we let them go had long been planned and

Lonesome lived a good long quail life. We kept him in our

anticipated. We got up early and went out

kitchen that first spring (pecking at our cereal bowls as we ate
breakfast each morning)

and later, when our experiments

our state with its native bird.
to

the barn. My

Dad lifted the wooden door, and he and Ding moved through

with

with a covey of
various quail) grouse, and doves in a big barn room. We rigged

the pen with brooms

the pen with apple branches and pine boughs for the birds to
hide in, and fly from floor to limb.

than we were. They knew where to get their two meals a day.

eggs and incubators

proved more successful,

Though we would come to have hundreds
cows,

pigs,

and a goat and horse here and there

shooing the turkeys out.

A turkey is not a smart bird. Or maybe they were smarter
Maybe they weren't ready for the beautiful

of birds a few
Lonesome was

always my Dad's favorite. I think he loved him ~ecause Lonesome, like my Dad, survived.

New Hampshire

woods that my Dad and Ding offered.
Our job was to run them off our land into the woods
across the road. My brothers and I ran all morning, chasing
birds, laughing, yelling, and trying like crazy to get them to
go,while Ding and my Dad stood smoking near the stonewall,

Or maybe! am placing m y mearung
. on thin gs he never really
thought through. What I know is this: when we stood around the

laughing at us all.

brooder that night watching that bird get itself hatched, my father
was
.
. teaching us somethin g unportant
a b out how you start a new
life.You do it slowly, and b it bY biIt, and you Just
.
have to wait it

A couple of weeks later, Sam Perkins, the fish and game war-

through while it happen s. H e kn
. and we were learning it,
x ew It,
and the fact that none of us said anything didn't take away from
the lesson. ot even a little.

den, pulled into our driveway in his dark green Fish and Game

truck."Good morning, Dick," he said stepping out. HI wonder
if you know anything about these turkey sightings we've been

hearing about?"
"Turkeys? No kidding? Isn't that something,"
He stood there looking concerned
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my Dad said.

and serious, right into the
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